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News values

Sport Journalism

Beijing Sport University

Dr. Simon Ličen
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Review

• Writing: Attract casual fans, appeal to experts

• Facts and information vs. opinion

– Facts are verifiable. Three sources, or leave it out.

• Short sentences: subject-verb-object

– Easy to read (within reason). Also in broadcasting. 

– 5 x W and H

• Short paragraphs

– One-two sentences, easy to read, access points

• Quotations, paraphrases and attributions: said
2
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Role, vision

• Journalists are expected to document what 
happened and be objective

• Absolute objectivity is not always possible, and 
the reporter usually has personal feelings and 
preferences

• Still, in most countries, cheering is thought of 
as being in “foul territory” (= inadmissible) for 
sports reporters

Storytelling

• Tell stories through facts, information, 
quotations, and numbers.  

• Who won, lost, score – game previews, 
summaries, analyses – is not enough. 
Explain how people interacted to reach that 
end; add descriptive details to bring that story 
to life
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Source: Sports Illustrated, February 25, 2019
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Source: Sports Illustrated, February 25, 2019
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The Flintstones

News values

• Characteristics that make a 
story worth reporting about:

• Conflict

• Timeliness

• Prominence

• Proximity

• Consequence or impact

• Human interest

• Unusual
8

• Universal across
all media forms

• All?

• Some?
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Conflict

• Sports inherently involve conflicts –
competitions between two (or more?) sides

– Who played?

– Who won? 

– Was someone injured?

– Was personal conflict involved?

– Was a rule, or law, broken?

9

Conflict

• Game coverage describes key moments of 
these conflicts:

– Individual plays

– Moments of heart-breaking defeat

– Moments of dramatic, adrenalin-pumping victory

• Pre-game coverage anticipates the conflict. 
Post-game analysis analyzes the conflict

• Conflict also beyond games: Native American 
naming/mascots, racism among fans
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Source: Washington Post, 
November 2, 2014

12Source: Guardian, January 3, 2013

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/in-minnesota-native-americans-march-rally-to-protest-redskins-name/2014/11/02/fc38b8d0-6299-11e4-836c-83bc4f26eb67_story.html?utm_term=.ee2f4f61d5df
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2013/jan/03/milan-friendly-abandoned-racist-chants
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13Source: Guardian, April 6, 2015

Timeliness

• Different types of stories are timely at 
different times of the year

– Preseason changes, national championship final.

• Timeliness varies for different types of media:

– Online: multiple updates during the match

– Television: game story on tonight’s sports show

– Newspaper: analysis in tomorrow’s newspaper.

• Each operates on different deadlines

14

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2015/apr/06/milan-under-10-team-suffer-racist-abuse
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15Source: BBC, March 8, 2019
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Source: BBC, May 18, 
2018

https://www.bbc.com/sport/football/47495707
https://www.bbc.com/sport/live/football/43877395
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Prominence

• Will people recognize the person, team?

• Is the person or event locally, nationally, 
internationally known?

– Local figures – local prominence; most famous
athletes – international prominence

• Is a championship or award commonly 
recognized and respected?
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18Source: USA Today, March 8, 2019

https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/golf/2019/03/08/paul-azinger-tiger-woods-injury-serious-issue/39168887/
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Proximity

– Did the event take place close to home?

– Were people the audience knows involved?

– Does the local audience have an emotional 
connection to a story happening elsewhere?

• Nearness in place, time, allegiance. Can be 
geographical or emotional

• Professional teams: Proximity in hometowns.
National teams: National, international proximity

• Some (American professional) teams have local + 
international proximity
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Source: News.China.com, 
January 8, 2008

Source: Houston Chronicle, August 6, 2008

Consequence or impact

– What will change as a result of this?

– How many people will be affected?

– Legal, financial, emotional, ethical change for 
players, teams, fans?

• Impact of the story on readers or audience? 
What does it mean to them?

– E.g., potential impact of hosting events; actions
by teams, governing organizations, governments

22

http://news.china.com/zh_cn/news100/11038989/20080108/14601584.html
http://www.chron.com/sports/rockets/article/Yao-carries-Olympic-torch-at-Beijing-s-Forbidden-1621873.php
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23Source: The Guardian, February 10, 2017

Human interest

– Personal emotional trauma or triumph?

– What has the athlete overcome, the family 
sacrificed?

– How does an athlete, coach spend time away from 
sports?

• People are interested in how others think, 
feel, overcome obstacles, succeed

• Stir emotions, make people feel the urge to 
take action (even if just by blogging, verbal 
support)

24

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2017/feb/10/rios-olympic-venues-six-months-on-in-pictures
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Source: Sports Illustrated, February 25, 2019
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26Source: Sports Illustrated, May 11, 2015
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Unusual

– Is this story out of the ordinary on sports pages?

– Has this rarely or never happened before?

– So unusual that people will be amused, 
entertained by it?

• “Man Bites Dog”

• Most cars in NASCAR racing cross the finish
line with the wheels on the road

– (Clint Bowyer, 2007 Daytona 500: “One for the 
record books.” Stole headlines from Kevin Harvick)

27
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Source: CBS News, February 20, 2007

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGpDhABd2Fk
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/daytona-driver-crash-was-wild/
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Exercise
• Work in groups (4-5 students). For each news 

value, identify one story relevant to BSU (the 
school, its students, etc.) that you could write:
– Conflict

– Timeliness

– Prominence

– Proximity

– Consequence or impact

– Human interest

– Unusual 

• Write down names, responses; turn in sheet
29

Assignment over break

• Feature story analysis

• Examine how topics discussed in this course apply to an 
“iconic” Sports Illustrated feature story

1. Pick a story (research!), summarize. Topic, news value?

2. Writing style?

3. Sources?

4. Compare to Chinese features

5. Reflect

6. Formal: (…) two pages on one sheet. Due in lesson 9

• 10% of final grade

• Detailed prompts at https://sportj.weebly.com/
30

https://sportj.weebly.com/
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Homework

1. Please read “Rockets head into Game 3 
confident after big win in Game 2:” 
https://www.apnews.com/23f6831da7b045908eb323aa7074c18
5/Rockets-head-into-Game-3-confident-after-big-win-in-Game-2

31

Recap

• Storytelling and news values:

– Conflict

– Timeliness

– Prominence

– Proximity

– Consequence or impact

– Human interest

– Unusual 
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https://www.apnews.com/23f6831da7b045908eb323aa7074c185/Rockets-head-into-Game-3-confident-after-big-win-in-Game-2

